CONTEMPORARY  NOVEL.
It has been suggested that Jovce having created
a new kind of novel himself used it in every
possible war In Portrait of the 4rlwt (1916) he
covered the childhood and adolescence of a
writer Ulysses (1922) shows a da> m the life of
Dublin through the eyes of three people and at
the same time creates a universal image of
mans experience of life In Fmnegans Wale
(1939) Joyce attempted to express the history ot
the world by evoking the dreams of a Dublin
publican but despite its occasional brilliance
Finnegans Wake is largely inaccessible to readers
who have not spent jears studying it Jojce
has therefore a twofold significance for later
writers he evolved a new kind of novel and
although be wrote with such skill that others have
often despaired of emulating huri, his achieve
ments have encouraged novelists to experiment
while Fmnegans Wale has provided i salutary
warning of the dangers of indulging in esoteric
mythmaking
M7	LITERARY COMPANION
(f) Important Novehsts of the 1930s
Franz Kafka (1883-19S4)
A Czech by birth Kafka wrote in German
His novels first became known to the English
speaking world on the appearance of a translation
of The Carte in 1930 It was followed in 193o by
The Trial These haunting parables of a man a
nightmare life in a world where everything appears
contingent now seem prophetic and their infln
ence is apparent hi works hike Rex Warner s The
Aerodrcme (1941) Orwell s 1984 Ellisons Tlie
Imisiole Man and the novels of Beckett Sur
realist techniques giving an effect of confusion
between the world of consciousness and that of
dream had been used before Kafka but he gave
them fresh significance
His tragic short story Metamorphosit which
cells of a man who wakes one day to find himself
transformed into a huge insect brought new
dimensions to serious science fiction
(e) Heirs of the Victorian Tradition
D H Lawrence (1885-1930)    See also Section I
Lawrence had a vivid appreciation of the
beauty of the natural world and emphasised the
importance of the instinctual as opposed to the
intellectual life He felt that it was only through
basic human experience particularly through the
experience of unselfish erotic love that we could
attain the pevceful self unity that comes from
an apprehension ot the sacramental quality of
hfe
Although he abhorred didactic literature
Lawrence was therefore i man with a message
the fhf? bearer of intuition in its interminable
struggle against loyc and reason —a true heir
of the Romantic movement (see Section J)
Lawrence s attitude to the novel was thus akin to
that of \ ictonan writers and the form of his work
has much m common with theirs although unlike
mo=rt Victorians he made deliberate use ot poetic
symbolism which as Walter Allen has said
enabled him to render the felt quality of the
immediate Instinctive self as it had never been
before
Although no later novelist has equalled Law
rence m the tender poetic expression of unselfish
erotic love his Ideas have been widely influential
Doris Lessing is among those later novelists whose
work hke Lawrences has emphasised the un
happiness and sterility of selfish relationships and
the American writer Baldwin also reflects his in
fluence
E M Porstei (1879-1970)
Uke Lawrence Forsterwasatnorahst primarily
interested in relationships between people and
used techniques and a novel form that nave much
In common with those of the Victorians A
much more sophisticated novelist than Lawrence
Forsterwas superficially a writer of social comedy
!n the tradition of Jane Austen but be was always
aware of the numinous auality of hfe and ex
pressed it, in his novels through complex, symbols
His books explore individuals attempts to
connect with each other across the divisions
of daily life in a mutual nuest for truth. These
themes -which are stated rather than success
fully conveyed m symbolic terms in his early
novels find poetic expression m his masterpiece
A Passage io India, (1924)
JTorster did not publish any novels after 1924
saying I had been accustomed to write about
the old fashioned world with its homes and its
family life and Its comparative peace All that
went and though I can think about the new world
I cannot write about it
GChe    new world    is the theme of Kafka and
Huxley
 Aldous Huxley (1894-1863)
Huxley was imiciue among the nov ehsts of the
inter wai years He declared that nothing de
served to be taken seriously save the suffering
men inflict upon themselves by their o-wn crimes
and folhes and he criticised both the traditional
social novel of personal relationships and the
more poetic individualism of Joyce Virginia
Woolf et al as reflecting conventional vUues
that create suffering and help to perpetuate
misery Although Huxley s highly intelligent
satires are very different m stj le from those of any
other twentieth century writer his themes look
forward to those of some of the more important
post war novelists
John Dos Passes (1866-1870)
Dew Passes was a member of the s,roup ot
Radical American novelists which also included
Farrell and Steinbeck all of whom were influenced
by the work of the Naturalists In his trilogy
USA (1930-36) which is a panorama of Ameri
can life between 1910 and 1927 Doa Passes
developed the collage techniques he had evolved
m Manhattan Transfer (1925) The trilogy ia
composed of short sections some are written in
interior monologue others consist of extracts
from newspaper headlines and articles and
snatches of popular song others are biographies
of leading American personalities written in a
kind of free verse and yet others consist of
extracts from the lives of fictional characters
USA does not form an imaginative whole and
has nothing of the power of Proust and Joyce s
novels but Dos Passoss technical experiments
have exerted considerable influence not only on a
number of later American novelists particularly
Mailer but also on French writers such as Sartre
Recent Developments
(a) Commonwealth Writers,
Since 1945 the language of the English novel has
been invigorated by the work of writers from the
Commonwealth Outstanding among these
novelists are Achebe and Soyinka from Nigeria and
Naipaul from Trinidad (go. v ) Drawing upon a
long tradition, of oral story telling these and other
African and Caribbean writers are particularly
skilful ha their treatment of dialogue Notable
authors from the Indian subcontinent include
E, K Narayan and Zulfikar Grhose while the
Australian Patrick White (311) is one of the
greatest of contemporarj novelists in any language
Heinemann. s have recently introduced a highly
recommended inexpensive series of editions of
African Commonwealth fiction
(b) Le Nouveau Roman.
Some critics, consider the most exciting recent
developments in the novel» form have been made

